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Treatment management of neuropathic pain
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Neuropathic pain is a chronic pain syndrome caused by drug-, disease-, or injury-induced damage or destruction of sensory 
neurons within the dorsal root ganglia of the peripheral nervous system. Characteristic clinical symptoms include the feeling 

of pins and needles; burning, shooting or stabbing pain with or without throbbing; and numbness. Neuronal hyperexcitability 
of dorsal horn neurons represents the hallmark cellular mechanism involved in the underlying pathophysiology of neuropathic 
pain. Although the primary goal is to alleviate pain, clinicians recognize that even the most appropriate treatment strategy 
may be, at best, only able to reduce pain to a more tolerable level. The diagnostic tools used for confirmatory diagnosis will be 
addressed. A newly developed treatment algorithm for neuropathic pain that encompasses agents from several drug classes, 
including antidepressants, antiepileptic drugs, topical antineuralgic agents, narcotics, and  topical antineuralgics will be discussed. 
Clinicians will be provided with realistic treatment outcomes to expect in patients suffering from chronic neuropathic pain.
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